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FOREWORD

We feel pleasure to present another bibliography on an important institution of Islamic economy - zakah. The economic analysis of zakah is no doubt a 14th/20th century development and discovery of its economic significance may be considered no less than a scientific miracle.

Dr Abdul Azim Islahi has made a commendable effort in this bibliography to make it as comprehensive as possible. Thus, all types of available materials on the subject in English language have been listed in it. With a view to enabling easy search of the listed material, the original character of the author and his title has been retained.

An interesting revelation in this work is that the first ever publication of 20th century on economic significance of zakah was published in the prestigious economic Journal, The Economic Journal, London, in 1939 under the editorship of famous economist J. M. Keynes. It was authored by a non-Muslim Jitendra Mohan Datta (of course, the note had many factual and conceptual errors). Since then hundreds of articles and books have appeared on the subject. Yet there are many issues that need fresh thinking and deep analysis. We hope that like other bibliographies published by the Center this will be of great assistance to the researcher community.

Dr. Mohammed Najeeb Ghazali
Director
Islamic Economics Research Center
King Abdulaziz University
Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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A. Accounting and Auditing


See B:1, B:4, B:6, F:3.

B. Assessment and Calculation


B:4 Khan, M. Akram (2005), "Comment on Abdul Azim Islahi and M. Obaidullah: Zakah on Stocks: Some Unsettled Issue", *Journal of King
Abdulaziz University: Islamic Economic, Jeddah,, Vol.18, No.1, pp. 41-42.


C. **Collection, Administration and Management**


D. Comparative Study


See B:1, C:8, C:10, G:1/2, G:4/3, G:8/7, G:11/2, Q:6, R:21.

E. Consumption Function


F. Corporate Enterprises


*See* L:11.

**G. Country Cases**

**G:1 Bangladesh**


*See* C:3, C:12, D:4, L:12.

**G:2 India**


**G:3 Indonesia**

G:4 Kuwait


G:5 Libya


G:6 Malaysia


G:7 Nigeria


G:8 Pakistan


G:8/7  International Institute of Islamic Economics (1990), Evaluation of Zakah and Ushr System in Pakistan (Draft), Islamabad.


G:8/10  Mohammad, Faiz (1992), Evolution of Zakah and Ushr in Pakistan, A Study Sponsored by the Central Zakah Administration of Pakistan, 210 p. (mimeo)


*See* A:2, C:4, C:5, I:9, K:3, K:6, K:7, K:8, T:16.

**G:9 Philippines**


**G:10 Saudi Arabia**


*See* D:4

**G:11 Sudan**


G:12 Yemen


H. Development and Zakah


I. Distribution and Redistribution Functions


J. Economic Analysis and Implications


See A:5, D:2, E:1, E:2, G:1/1, G:8/12, G:10/3, P:1, P:2.

K. Eradication of Poverty


*See* G:6/8, L:3

**L. Fiqh and Law of Zakah**
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M.  Fiscal Policy


**See** I:7

N.  Historical Perspective


O. The Inner Meanings of Zakah


P. Investments


Q. Social Justice and Social Security


See J: 4, J:27, J:28,

R. Religious Tax and Quasi State Revenue


See C:1.
S. **Ushr (Tithe)**


T. Miscellaneous


T:3 Ahmad, Tauqeer (1989), The Institution of Zakah in Islam, Aligarh, Aligarh Muslim University. M. Phil. Thesis.
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